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ABSTRACT
We investigate in detail the process of hydrodynamic ablation, both for the case of subsonic and for

supersonic Ñows, of isothermal self-gravitating globules. The results are then compared with those for
photoevaporative mass loss to estimate which of the two processes is the dominant mechanism for the
mass loss of self-gravitating globules embedded in compact H II regions. This material then goes on to
mass-load the stellar wind, thereby altering its dynamical properties. Using our results, we perform
numerical simulations of the evolution of such H II regions, taking into account both possible mass-
loading processes, together with the e†ect of the Ðnite lifetime of the globules. We Ðnd that for compact
H II regions with central stars possessing high ionizing photon rates the photoevaporation process
dominates.
Subject headings : hydrodynamics È ISM: globules È ISM: H II regions È stars : mass loss

1. INTRODUCTION

Mass loading of stellar winds from young massive stars
has been proposed as a mechanism to lengthen the compact
phase of H II regions. Neutral globules, possibly remnants
from the star formation process, act as reservoirs of gas
inside the H II region, keeping the density inside the H II

region high enough such that the Stro� mgren radius does
not increase with time. This conÐnement process lasts for
timescales D105 yr, as long as the neutral globules survive

& Canto� Williams, &(Dyson 1994 ; Lizano 1995 ; Dyson,
Redman Williams, & Dyson1995 ; Redman, 1996 ; Lizano
et al. hereafter1996, LCGH).

The fresh material from these globules can be injected
into the ionized Ñow of the H II region by photoevaporation
and hydrodynamic ablation. The rate of photoevaporation
depends on the Ñux of ionizing photons that arrives at the
surface of the neutral globule. Each Lyman continuum
photon that reaches the surface of the globule liberates an
electron/proton pair. This Ñux is much less than the stellar
ionizing photon Ñux because of the absorption by dust and
recombinations in the evaporating material (see, e.g.,
LCGH).

The process of hydrodynamic ablation of pressure-
conÐned clumps was studied by et here-Hartquist al. (1986,
after A dense clump exposed to a subsonic Ñow willHDPS).
expand in the direction perpendicular to the Ñow as a result
of pressure imbalances set up around the body. Mixing of
expanding clump material into the Ñow occurs when the
expansion has gone on long enough so that the rate of mass
Ñow through the mixing region is proportional to the clump
mass-loss rate. showed that if the clump expands byHDPS
means of an isothermal rarefaction wave, its mass-loss rate
is proportional to the 4/3 power of the Mach number of the
incident Ñow. In the case of a supersonic Ñow incident upon
a pressure-conÐned clump, the mass loading was assumed
to saturate at the value obtained by setting the Mach
number equal to unity in the subsonic case. The e†ect of
mass loading by hydrodynamic ablation of pressure-
conÐned clumps in a variety of astrophysical Ñows, such as
Wolf-Rayet ring nebulae, planetary nebulae, and supernova

remnants, has also been studied (e.g., Arthur,HDPS;
Dyson, & Hartquist & Henney1993, 1994 ; Arthur 1996).

However, the neutral globules proposed as the mass
source in compact H II regions are expected to be self-
gravitating, in which case the analysis of is no longerHDPS
valid. et al. showed that a gravitational ÐeldMurray (1993)
stabilizes clouds embedded in winds against mass loss by
this method. Neutral globules have been observed in the
Orion region, where they are being evaporated. These
globules are known to have stars in their centers and so
must be self-gravitating Wen, & Hu(OÏDell, 1993 ;

& Stau†er & WenMcCaughrean 1994 ; OÏDell 1994 ;
et al. Externally ionized globules (the so-Henney 1996).

called PIGs) have been observed in several compact H II

regions (see, e.g., & Vidal Hjellming, &Laques 1979 ; Felli,
Cesaroni Moran, & Reid et1987 ; Garay, 1987 ; Churchwell
al. et al. It is thought that1987 ; Garay 1987 ; Felli 1993).
these globules could be cores about to undergo collapse to
form low-mass stars and hence would also be self-
gravitating. The contour maps resulting from radio surveys
of a number of irregular H II regions & Churchwell(Wood

Churchwell, & Wood yield globule radii1989 ; Kurtz, 1994)
between 0.006 and 0.02 pc and a number density of globules
of between 2] 103 and 3 ] 104 pc~3. A typical radius is

pc, and this is the value we adopt in this work.R
g
D 0.01

We assume a standard globule number density N
g
D

2 ] 104 pc~3, which is consistent with the values quoted
above. Following we assume that the mass of anLCGH,
individual globule is about 1 implying a velocity dis-M

_
,

persion of order 1 km s~1 if the globule is in virial equi-
librium. Globules with these typical values will hereafter be
referred to as ““ standard ÏÏ globules.

In this work, we formulate the problem of hydrodynamic
ablation of self-gravitating globules and use these results to
evaluate the relative importance of mass loading by photo-
evaporation versus mass loading by hydrodynamic ablation
of such globules on the dynamics of the stellar wind coming
from a young massive star in the center of a compact H II

region. In particular, in self-gravitating globules, we Ðnd
that the mass ablation must occur through supersonic and
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subsonic mixing layers that have a much lower efficiency
than the mixing processes in the case of the pressure-
conÐned globules discussed above. Because of this, in the
high ionizing photon Ðelds characteristic of massive young
stars, the photoevaporative processes dominate, thereby
determining the form of mass loading of the compact H II

regions and the corresponding evolution of the globules
themselves.

2. SUPERSONIC FLOW PAST A SELF-GRAVITATING

GLOBULE

A supersonic Ñow incident upon a globule will produce
the familiar bow shock ahead of the body and tail shocks
downstream of it. The Ñow behind the bow shock will be
subsonic at the head of the body and supersonic to a lesser
or greater extent along the sides, depending on the angle
between the shock and the incident Ñow. The shock angle at
which the Ñow becomes supersonic is about 60¡ for incident
Mach numbers greater than 2 (see, e.g., & LifschitzLandau

An examination of supersonic Ñow around solid1987).
spherical bodies Dyke suggests that this angle(Van 1982)
corresponds to about 45¡ measured from the center line
parallel to the Ñow direction. Thus the Ñow around the sides
of the body is mainly supersonic, and one can expect a
supersonic turbulent mixing layer to form between the gas
of the Ñow and that of the self-gravitating globule (see, e.g.,
Fig. 1).

The gross properties of supersonic turbulent mixing
layers have been discussed by & here-Canto� Raga (1991,
after They considered the mixing layer between aCR).
plane, pressure-matched Ñow and a homogeneous environ-
ment, taken to be at rest. They assume that the Ñow, mixing
layer, and environment are in pressure equilibrium and use
quantities averaged across the layer to permit a single-
parcel approach. For layers with small opening angles, the
Ñow in the layer should be well approximated by a Couette
Ñow. Under the above assumptions, the entrainment of
mass from the Ñow and environment into the layer is inves-
tigated. The entrainment process is characterized by an effi-
ciency factor, v, and upper limits are derived for it from
hydrodynamic considerations. In order to Ðx the value of v,
a comparison is made with laboratory mixing-layer experi-

FIG. 1.ÈSubsonic and supersonic Ñow regions for Ñow around a sphere

ments. These experiments correspond to approximately
adiabatic Ñows, cover a range of Mach numbers from zero
to 20 and have e†ectively inÐnite Reynolds numbers. Hence
they are very applicable to astrophysical Ñows. The experi-
mental results Ðx the constant of proportionality in the
theoretical model, which yields an excellent Ðt to the labor-
atory data. Although laboratory data only exist for the
adiabatic case, speculated that the value of v will beCR
valid, at least approximately, in the nonadiabatic case as
well. Obviously, the case of nonadiabatic mixing layers
requires further theoretical and experimental investigation,
but in the absence of other work on the subject, we will
suppose that the value of v derived by holds for theCR
nonadiabatic case.

The entrainment velocity of material from the environ-
ment (in this case the globule) into the Ñow cannot be
greater than the sound speed in the environment material,

(in this case, the isothermal sound speed in the self-c0gravitating globule), and thus the amount of material
entrained in the layer from the globule per unit area is given
by

p5 \ vo0 c0 , (1)

where is the density at the edge of the globule and v is theo0entrainment efficiency factor, given by

v^ 0.09 min
A
1 ,

c0
2c

s
,

c0
3c

L

B
. (2)

In refers to the postÈbow shock Ñow soundequation (2), c
sspeed and refers to the sound speed in the mixing layerc

Litself. The three terms in parentheses refer respectively to
the ““ globule limited,ÏÏ ““ Ñow limited,ÏÏ and ““mixing-layer
limited ÏÏ regimes. conjectured that most astrophysicalCR
cases (e.g., the entrainment of environmental material by a
stellar jet) fall into the third of these categories.

In this work we assume that the mixing layer is isother-
mal. Turbulent heating of the gas in the layer is followed by
efficient radiative cooling of the dense mixing-layer gas to
D104 K (see, e.g., & Raga Hence the soundTaylor 1995).
speed in the mixing layer is given by where is thec

L
\ c

i
, c

isound speed of ionized gas at 104 K.
In we show that for incident Ñow MachAppendix A,

numbers the cooling time of the postÈbow shockM
w

\ 65,
Ñow is smaller than the time it takes a parcel of gas to travel
the length of the mixing layer (see For this range ofFig. 2).
Mach numbers, the postshock Ñow can thus be considered
isothermal, with where is also the sound speed inc

s
\ c

i
, c

ithe incident ionized Ñow. For higher incident Mach
numbers, the postshock sound speed will dependM

w
º 65,

on the velocity of the incident Ñow, since the gas will not
cool while traveling along the mixing layer. In this case, the
sound speed is given approximately by wherec

s
^ u

w
/2, u

wis the incident Ñow velocity (see eq. [A2]).
Hence, for we have and and soM

w
\ 65 c

s
\ c

i
c
L
\ c

i
,

implies that we are indeed in the ““ mixing-layerequation (2)
limited ÏÏ regime ; thus we take Forv\ 0.09c0/(3c

i
). M

w
º

65, however, we Ðnd which indicates that wec
s
\ u

w
/2 ? c

i
,

are in the ““ Ñow limited ÏÏ regime and that v\ 0.09c0/uw.
However, since the mass-loading process has the e†ect of
lowering the wind velocity (and hence the Mach number),
then for all but the innermost parts of the H II region (where
the mass-loaded stellar wind velocity will be highest) we can
assume that c

s
\ c

i
.
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FIG. 2.ÈRatio of cooling time to dynamic time vs. Mach number for
postÈbow shock Ñow.

It is clear from the above considerations that for most
cases we can assume that we are in the ““ mixing-layer
limited ÏÏ regime. This yields an upper limit to the entrain-
ment efficiency factor of The mass loss perv\ 0.09c0/(3c

i
).

unit area, to the layer from the globule is therefore givenp5 ,
by

p5 \ 0.09
o0 c02
3c

i
. (3)

If we suppose that the turbulent mixing layer extends from
the sonic point at h ^ 45¡ around a quarter of the circum-
ference of the body (turbulent boundary layers separate
farther back on the body than laminar boundary layers ;

Dyke then the area of the mixing layer isVan 1982), A
L
\

where is the radius of the globule.2(2)1@2nR
g
2, R

gThe hydrodynamic mass ablation rate from the globule is
given by On substituting the density distribu-m5 hyd\ A

L
p5 .

tion of an isothermal self-gravitating sphere, o0\
where G is the gravitational constant, the totalc02/(2nGR

g
2),

mass loss through the mixing layers of the globule is

m5 hyd^
1

24G
c04
c
i
. (4)

The total mass ablation rate for the supersonic turbulent
mixing layer of a self-gravitating globule is therefore inde-
pendent of the incident Ñow velocity and density (cf. HDPS)
and is also independent of the globule radius, R

g
.

3. SUBSONIC FLOW PAST A SELF-GRAVITATING GLOBULE

In the case of nonÈself-gravitating, pressure-conÐned
globules, subsonic Ñow around the globule leads to pressure
gradients along the sides due to the Bernoulli e†ect. This
pressure reduction leads to a lateral expansion of the

globule via an isothermal rarefaction wave until the mass
Ñux of the subsonic Ñow through the expansion region is
equal to the mass Ñux of the expanding material and mixing
can be said to occur In the case of self-gravitating(HDPS).
globules this mechanism does not work, because the gravi-
tational Ðeld of the clump prevents outÑow and mass loss

et al. If we suppose that the globule is ini-(Murray 1993).
tially in a stable conÐguration with a certain deÐnite value
of the central density, then if the self-gravity of the globule is
large enough, Ñuctuations in the external pressure can be
accommodated by the globuleÏs adopting a di†erent value
for the central density (Bonnor 1956).

An alternative way of losing mass could be due to the fact
that a subsonic Ñow arriving at the globule can be super-
sonic with respect to the globule gas, since the globules are
cold. A shock wave will then be sent into the globule, which
will heat the gas, and if the heating is sufficient, this shocked
gas could acquire a thermal velocity great enough to leave
the potential of the globule. Nevertheless, as shown in

the shock propagating into the globule will beAppendix B,
isothermal, and this process produces no mass loss.

3.1. Subsonic Mixing L ayers
A subsonic Ñow past a globule will form a turbulent

mixing layer in a similar way to the supersonic case dis-
cussed above. However, in this case the entrainment veloc-
ity of material into the mixing layer is not Ðxed by the
sound speed of the globule material, but instead by the
velocity of the dominant Ñow features in the mixing layer

& Roshko The entrainment process is(Papamoschou 1988).
governed by the large eddies in the turbulent mixing layer,
and hence the entrainment velocity is given by the velocity
of these large structures. Once entrained into the mixing
layer, smaller scale mixing occurs across the main body of
the mixing layer, and mean properties can then be deÐned.
The velocity of the dominant structures, is known as theU

c
,

convective velocity. For Ñows with equal ratios of speciÐc
heats (i.e., equal c ; true in our case because both the incident
ionized Ñow and the molecular globule gas are considered
isothermal, for which c\ 1), is given byU

c

U
c
\ a2U1 ] a1U2

a1 ] a2
, (5)

where and are the undisturbed Ñow velocities in theU1 U2two Ñuids and and are the respective sound speeds.a1 a2Hence is a sound-speedÈweighted average. In this work,U
c anda1\ c0, a2\ c

i
, U1 \ 0, U2\ u

w
, equation (5)

becomes

U
c
\ c0 u

w
c
i
] c0

. (6)

Since for an ionized H II region the sound speed in the
ionized gas, is much greater than the sound speed in thec

i
,

molecular gas, we havec0,
U

c
^ c0M

w
, (7)

where is the Mach number in the (subsonic)M
w

\ u
w
/c

iwind.
only gives the entrainment velocity forEquation (7)

Mach numbers because the entrainment velocity,M
w

¹ 1,
given by cannot be greater than the sound speed in theU

c
,

globule, c0.
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The mass per unit area entrained from the globule by the
turbulent layer is given by

p5 \ v*o0 c0M
w

, (8)

where v* is the entrainment efficiency, which in this case
should reÑect the intermittent nature of the large eddies.

We now consider the subsonic and supersonic Ñow
regions generated by the Ñow of a subsonic stream around a
rigid sphere. For Ñow Mach numbers of about 0.4, the Ñow
around the sphere becomes supersonic at the point where
the Ñow is tangential to the globuleÏs surface, although the
extent of the supersonic region is very small (see, e.g., Botta

As the incident Ñow Mach number increases, so does1995).
the size of the supersonic Ñow region. Thus the evaluation
of the area of the mixing layer, becomes rather compli-A

L
,

cated. In order to simplify matters we will take the same
value of as was used in the supersonic mixing layer case.A

LWe also require that the subsonic and supersonic mixing
layer solutions match for Ñow Mach numbers ForM

w
\ 1.

this reason, we adopt the same entrainment efficiency
parameter as in the supersonic mixing layer case, that is,

as above.v* \ v\ 0.09c0/(3c
i
),

The total mass ablation rate, is thenm5 hyd\ A
L
p5 ,

m5 hyd^
1

24G
c04
c
i
M

w
. (9)

This equation should be compared with equation (4).
Hence, in the subsonic case the ablation (or entrainment)
rate is proportional to the Mach number of the incident
Ñow, whereas in the supersonic case it is independent of it
for This result can be compared to that ofM

w
\ 65. HDPS,

who found that for nonÈself-gravitating globules the abla-
tion rate was proportional to for the subsonic caseM

w
4@3

and assumed independent of the Ñow Mach number in the
supersonic case.

4. COMPARISON WITH PHOTOEVAPORATIVE MASS LOSS

Now that we have a picture of the processes of hydrody-
namic ablation that one might expect from self-gravitating
globules in a stellar wind, we want to compare it with mass
loss by photoevaporation, as discussed by We ÐrstLCGH.
assume that both processes can occur at the same time in
the same globule. This assumption comes from the obser-
vation that the hydrodynamic ablation processes are
mixing-layer processes and essentially occur on the sides of
the globules, where the photoevaporation is least e†ective.

suggested that photoevaporation is sup-Dyson (1994)
pressed when the ram pressure of the impacting stellar wind
is greater than the pressure of the evaporating Ñow. This
argument leads to the result that photoevaporative mass
loss is most important in the outer regions of H II regions,
where geometric dilution means that the ram pressure of the
stellar wind becomes lower than that of the photoevaporat-
ing Ñow. However, this is a rather one-dimensional argu-
ment, and it could be expected instead that the
photoevaporated material is swept back around the globule
by the incident wind, such as has been postulated in the case
of the proplyds, discussed by et al. and,Henney (1996),
indeed, as occurs in bow shocks in general. Thus there is no
ram pressure balance apart from at the stagnation point.

As in the ablation process, we consider that the photoe-
vaporated material is mixed with the postÈbow shock Ñow
around the globule and accelerated up to the mean Ñow

speed. In particular, for a D-critical ionization front the
photoevaporated material leaves the ionization front with
velocity the sound speed of the ionized gas. The Ñux ofc

i
,

photoevaporated material from the ionizing front is then
given by where is the number density of then

i,0 c
i
\ F

g
, n

i,0material leaving the ionization front and is the Ñux ofF
gionizing photons that arrives at the surface of the neutral

globule. This Ñux yields the following implicit equation for
n
i,0 :

F
g
\ F

*
e~(qw`q0)[ f (q0)ni,02 a

B
R

g
, (10)

where is the stellar ionizing photon Ñux, isF
*

\S0 /(4nd2) S0
the stellar ionizing photon rate, d is the distance of the
globule from the star, and are the dust extinctionq

w
q0optical depths from the stellar wind and the globule photoe-

vaporated material, respectively, and a
B
\ 2.6] 10~13

cm~3 s~1 is the case B recombination rate. In particular, for
a density proÐle of evaporating material n \ n

i,0(r/Rg
)~2,

we have

f (q0) \ q0~3[q02[ 2q0] 2(1 [ e~q0)] , (11)

as described in et al. Finally,Henney (1996). q0\p
d
n
i,0 R

g
,

where is the dust extinction cross section. The secondp
dterm of corresponds to the recombinations inequation (10)

the photoevaporated material, which in equilibrium are
equal to the absorbed ionizing photons. Therefore, the pho-
toevaporation rate of a globule is given by

m5 ph\ F
g
(nR

g
2)mH \ nR

g
2 n

i,0 c
i
mH , (12)

where is the proton mass.mHThe maximum hydrodynamic ablation rate occurs for
incident wind Mach numbers while1 ¹ M

w
¹ 65 (eq. [4]),

the photoevaporative mass-loss rate is given by equation
To facilitate a comparison between the two rates, we(12).

consider the dust-free case, for which and recombi-p
d
\ 0

nation terms will dominate. Hence, yieldsequation (10)

n
i,0\

A 3S0
4na

B
d2R

g

B1@2
. (13)

For sound speed km s~1 in the ionized gas, thec
i
\ 13

ratio of ablation mass-loss rate to photoevaporative mass-
loss rate is

m5 hyd
m5 ph

^ 1.3
c0,14 dpc
S0 491@2Rg,13@2 , (14)

where is the sound speed in the molecular globule gasc0,1measured in units of km s~1, is the distance of thedpcglobule from the star expressed in units of 1 pc, is theS0 49ionizing photon rate expressed in units of 1049 s~1, and R
g,1is the globule radius in units of 0.01 pc. Note that the values

and correspond to those expected for ““ standard ÏÏc0,1 R
g,1globules in compact H II regions, mentioned in ° 1.

suggests that photoevaporation dominates inEquation (14)
compact H II regions with small radii and high ionizing
photon rates. In any case, hydrodynamic ablation will
dominate close to the Stro� mgren radius, where the ionizing
photon rate goes to zero. We can also see from equation

that as the globule size decreases, hydrodynamic(14) R
gablation becomes more important. This decrease is

expected in the central part of the H II region, where the
globules are destroyed at early times by photoevaporation.
It can be seen from the above equation that the relative
importance of hydrodynamic ablation increases if the sound
speed in the globules increases. A higher globule sound
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speed would mean either more massive or turbulent
globules (if the globule radius remains Ðxed) or smaller
globules (if the mass is Ðxed) with respect to the ““ standard ÏÏ
globules mentioned above.

5. RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of time-dependent
calculations in which we investigate the e†ect on a stellar
wind of the two mass-loading processes of photoevapora-
tion and hydrodynamic ablation of embedded clumps as
discussed in the previous sections. We consider ““ standard ÏÏ
globules, with radii pc, gas sound speedR

g
\ 0.01 c0\ 1

km s~1, and globule number density pc~3.N
g
\ 2 ] 104

Such globules are representative of the PIGs that have been
observed in compact H II regions (see ° 1).

We follow the work of for the case of photoeva-LCGH
porated Ñows. We use the same equations for the ionizing
photon rate, and the density of material leaving the ion-S0 ,
ization front moving into the globule, and the usualn

i,0,isothermal gasdynamic equations for the mass-loaded wind
density and velocity. We include the injection velocity of the
photoevaporative material, which has a direction opposite
to that of the Ñow and speed equal to the sound speed in the
ionized gas (since a D-critical ionization front is assumed).

To facilitate comparison between the results of the
present paper and we adopt the same non-LCGH,
dimensionalization. That is, distances are measured in units
of where is the initial globuler0\ (A

g,0N
g
)~1, A

g,0 \nR
g,02

area facing the star and is the number density ofN
gglobules. This length is the mean free path for a photon to

hit a globule. Velocities, u, are measured in units of the
ionized sound speed, densities, o, in units ofc

i
; o0\

mass-loading rate, in units ofmH[S0
*
/(4nr03 a

B
)]1@2 ; m5 , m5 0\

and ionizing photon rate, in units of theo0 c
i
A

g,0 N
g
; S0 , S0

*
,

ionizing photon rate at the star.
As an illustrative example we consider the case of an O6

star, with a stellar wind mass-loss rate of 10~6 yr~1,M
_wind terminal velocity of 2800 km s~1, and Ñux of ionizing

photons of 1.2 ] 1049 s~1. The photoevaporative mass-loss
rate depends on the size of the globules as described in

whereas the mass loss by hydrodynamic abla-equation (12),
tion is independent of the globule size and only depends on
the Mach number of the incident Ñow as given by equations

and Our calculations assume that the globules are(4) (9).
embedded in a preexisting, steady state stellar wind and
that the ionizing photons are instantaneously switched on
at time t \ 0. Prior to this moment we consider no photo-
evaporation or hydrodynamic ablation of the globules. This
initial condition ignores the e†ect of hydrodynamic abla-
tion of the globules on the stellar wind while the initial
steady state wind is being established. It also assumes that
the wind is set up before the ionizing photons are switched
on. Since the setting up of a steady state wind plus ionizing
photon Ñux is a complex problem (e.g., initially the stellar
wind and photon Ñux will be variable), the above initial
conditions are adopted for simplicity. In any case, a poste-
riori, we Ðnd that the hydrodynamic ablation rate is very
small and does not have a signiÐcant e†ect on the stellar
wind at the small radii important for compact H II regions.
Had the hydrodynamic ablation rate been more signiÐcant,
the initial condition would have had to take this into
account.

As soon as the ionizing photons are switched on, both
photoevaporation and hydrodynamic ablation are included

in the calculation, leading to mass loading of the stellar
wind and erosion of the globules. The mass of the globule,

decreases with time according toM
g
,

LM
g

Lt
\ [(m5 ph] m5 hyd) . (15)

Assuming that the globules are virialized with constant
velocity dispersion, the decrease in the globule radius can be
found from

M
g
(t)

R
g
(t)

\M
g,0

R
g,0

, (16)

where and are respectively the globule mass andM
g,0 R

g,0radius at time t \ 0, when the mass-loss processes begin.
The photoevaporation rate diminishes with the size of the
globules, and so the importance of hydrodynamic ablation
grows with time.

This calculation di†ers from that of in that theyLCGH
assumed that a steady state of a mass-loaded stellar wind
was set up before the globules began to decrease in size. In
the current paper, no such initial steady state is postulated.
Furthermore, the calculation assumes that the gas is iso-
thermal throughout the numerical grid. This is certainly
true in regions where there is a high Ñux of ionizing
photons, but close to the recombination front, and deÐ-
nitely beyond it, this assumption breaks down and our solu-
tion is no longer valid. For this reason, all the results shown
stop at the radius of the recombination front, since an adia-
batic treatment of the Ñow should really be considered
thereafter. We note that since the recombination front coin-
cides with the sonic point for all but early times of the
evolution, the Ñow beyond the recombination front cannot
a†ect that inside it, and so our results up to this point will
not be a†ected by the adiabatic part of the Ñow.

In we show how the mass-loading rates due toFigure 3,
both photoevaporation and hydrodynamic ablation change
with evolution of the H II region. In the case of photoevapo-
ration, we show the photoevaporative mass-loss rate at
three times, t \ 103, 104, and 105 yr. The hydrodynamic
mass-loss rate is only shown for t \ 105 yr because it does
not change appreciably. We see that for the entire H II

region up to the recombination front the photoevaporation
dominates. Only at late times, when the innermost globules
have been almost completely evaporated, do the photoeva-
porative and hydrodynamic ablation mass-loss rates
become comparable. A comparison of with FigureFigure 3
3 of shows how the two calculations di†er. In theLCGH
present work, the photoevaporation rate has a ““ knee ÏÏ at
the isothermal shock front at early times, then tails o†
toward the sonic point. This is because the density of the
mass-loaded stellar wind jumps sharply after the shock, and
so more of the ionizing photons are absorbed ; hence the
mass-loading due to photoevaporation falls. In the work of

for simplicity, a constant was assumed for theLCGH, S0
calculation of in their Figure 3, and hence their is aq5 (r, t) q5
continuous smooth curve [however, their models do take
into account for the remaining calculations].S0 (r)

In we plot the ratio of photoevaporative toFigure 4,
hydrodynamic mass-loading rate for the times t \ 104 and
105 yr for three stars, O6, O9, and B0, whose properties are
listed in Table 1 of In each case the peak in the ratioLCGH.
occurs just after the isothermal shock, when the mass-
loaded wind has gone subsonic and the hydrodynamic
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FIG. 3.ÈMass-loading rate vs. radius. Photoevaporative mass loss :
t \ 103 yr (solid line), 104 yr (dashed line), and 105 yr (dot-dashed line).
Hydrodynamic ablation : t \ 105 yr (dotted line). All quantities are non-
dimensionalized as described in ° 5.

mass-loading rate is a minimum. It can be seen in each case
that the photoevaporation decreases in the center as the
evolution proceeds and the innermost globules are com-
pletely evaporated.

shows how the globule radius,Figure 5 R
g
\ R

g,0 g1@2,
changes with time, where g is the nondimensional area func-

FIG. 4.ÈRatio of photoevaporative to hydrodynamic mass-loading
rates vs. radius. T op, t \ 104 yr ; bottom, t \ 105 yr. Solid line, O6 star ;
dashed line, O9 star ; dotted line, B0 star. Parameters for these stars are
given in Table 1 of Radius is given in nondimensional units asLCGH.
described in ° 5.

FIG. 5.ÈGlobule area function vs. radius. The line styles refer to the
same times as in Radius is given in nondimensional units asFig. 3.
described in ° 5.

tion and is the initial globule radius, as described byR
g,0in their ° 2.3. As expected, it is the innermostLCGH

globules that are evaporated Ðrst. In the numberFigure 6,
of ionizing photons versus radius is displayed. We note how
between 103 and 104 yr the position of the recombination
front does not change much with time while, by 105 yr, it
has started to move outward, as there is not enough ablated

FIG. 6.ÈIonizing photon rate vs. radius. The line styles refer to the
same times as in All quantities are nondimensionalized as describedFig. 3.
in ° 5.
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FIG. 7.ÈGas density (stellar wind plus mass-loaded material) vs. radius.
The line styles refer to the same times as in All quantities areFig. 3.
nondimensionalized as described in ° 5.

material in the inner regions of the H II region to maintain it
in a Ðxed position. Further, as the density in the inner part
of the H II region drops with time, most of the photons
reach the zone of the shock and recombination front,
leading to a Ñatter proÐle for the number of ionizing
photons as a function of radius.

Figures and show how the density and velocity7 8
respectively change with radius at the same times given
above. We see that a shock wave forms interior to the

FIG. 8.ÈVelocity vs. radius. The line styles refer to the same times as in
All quantities are nondimensionalized as described inFig. 3. ° 5.

recombination front, and, like the sonic point, its position is
steady at early times. However, this shock wave strengthens
with time and then starts to move outward once the globule
material in the inner regions becomes used up. Thus the
mass-loading process is unable to conÐne the Stro� mgren
radius for times longer than D105 yr.

6. CONCLUSION

We have shown, by detailed calculation, that hydrody-
namic ablation of self-gravitating globules immersed in
compact H II regions around massive stars possessing
stellar winds can only take place in mixing layers around
the sides of the globules. For the case of subsonic Ñow, the
mass-loss rate is proportional to the Mach number of the
Ñow, while in the supersonic case the ablation rate saturates
and is a constant for Mach numbers For higherM

w
\ 65.

Mach numbers, the mass-loss rate is proportionalM
w

[ 65,
to the wind speed.

We have shown that for such globules photoevaporation
is the dominant mass-loss mechanism, initially exceeding
the hydrodynamic ablation rate by almost 2 orders of mag-
nitude in the inner parts of the H II region. Only at late
times (t D 105 yr) do the two processes become competitive.
This is because the photoevaporation rate is proportional
to the area of the face of the globule that is ionized by the
central star, and hence decreases as the globule sizenR

g
2,

decreases. On the other hand, the hydrodynamic ablation
rate is independent of the globule size. In particular, hydro-
dynamic ablation can become important in the central
regions, where the globules photoevaporate faster, and at
the Stro� mgren radius, where the ionizing photon rate S0
drops to zero. The hydrodynamic ablation rate depends on
the physics of the mixing-layer process, as discussed in ° 2.
The efficiency of the entrainment process has been quanti-
Ðed by comparison with the results of laboratory experi-
ments The actual value of this efficiency may di†er(CR).
since the Ñows discussed in this paper are assumed to be
isothermal, whereas the laboratory experiments are adia-
batic. The potential change is insigniÐcant in comparison
with the 2 orders of magnitude we Ðnd separating photo-
evaporative and hydrodynamic mass loss and so would not
change our conclusions.

Our results show that globules with the characteristics of
our ““ standard ÏÏ globules are depleted faster in the inner-
most parts of the H II region but still last some 105 yr (see
also After this time the size of the region steadilyLCGH).
grows, as there is insufficient ablated material to maintain
the recombination front in a Ðxed position. Nevertheless,
the survival timescales of the globules are long enough to
make the mass loading of stellar winds a promising mecha-
nism to lengthen the compact phase of H II regions and
therefore explain the high observed numbers of such regions

& Churchwell(Wood 1989).
As found by the recombined neutral Ñow leavingLCGH,

the H II region should be transonic and, in principle, can be
calculated by using the values of the hydrodynamic vari-
ables at the recombination front as boundary conditions for
the adiabatic Ñow.
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APPENDIX A

COOLING TIME OF THE POSTÈBOW SHOCK FLOW

In this appendix, we investigate the cooling of the gas that has passed through the bow shock that forms ahead of a globule
when the incident Ñow is supersonic. We assume that the postÈbow shock Ñow is adiabatic and proceed to calculate its
temperature and cooling time.

The temperature behind an oblique shock is given by

T2 \ T1
c[ 1

(c] 1)2
A
2cM12 sin2 /[ c2[ 6c] 1

c[ 1
[ 2

M12 sin2 /

B
, (A1)

where and are the preshock Mach number and temperature, respectively, / is the angle between the shock and theM1 T1incident Ñow, and c is the ratio of speciÐc heats. The highest temperature possible in the supersonic postÈbow shock Ñow is
that for the critical angle sin /^ 31@2/2. For this angle, and using c\ 5/3, we Ðnd

T2\ T1
64
A
15M12] 56 [ 16

M12
B

. (A2)

Supposing that the incident Ñow is ionized, with a temperature K, then the postshock temperature rangesT1^ 104
104 K and 105 K correspond to incident Mach number ranges andK ¹T2¹ 105 K \T2 ¹ 5 ] 107 1 ¹ M1¹ 6.24

The cooling time of the postshock gas can be estimated by assuming simple power laws for the cooling6.24\M1¹ 146.
function (with units ergs cm~3 s~1) in these temperature ranges of the form

L \ n2"(T ) , (A3)

where n is the number density and "(T ) is a function of temperature of the form

"(T )\ a
i
T bi , (A4)

where the subscript i refers to the two temperature ranges speciÐed above. The and are constants depending on thea
i

b
itemperature range et al. such that(Arthur 1993),

a
i
\
G1.19] 10~27 ,
1.19] 10~19 ,

if 104 K ¹ T ¹ 105 K
if 105 K \ T ¹ 5 ] 107 K

(i\ 1) ,
(i\ 2) ,

b
i
\
G 1.1 , if i \ 1 ,
[0.5 , if i \ 2 .

(A5)

The cooling time is given by

tcool\
p2

(c[ 1)L
, (A6)

where is the postshock gas pressure.p2Using equations and we can write equation (A6) in the following way :(A1) (A3),

tcool\
3k
2a

i

T 11~bi
n1

(15M14 ] 56M12[ 16)1~bi(4 ] M12)
44~3biM14~2bi , (A7)

where k is BoltzmannÏs constant and is the preshock number density of the incident Ñow.n1These cooling times should be compared with the time taken for a parcel of gas to traverse the mixing layer, given by
where is the length of the mixing layer and is the postshock velocity, given bytdyn\ X/v2, X \nR

g
/2 v2

v2\ c
i

8M1
(48] 24M12] 19M14)1@2 (A8)

for the parameters adopted above, where is the sound speed in the incident Ñow. It can be seen from that forc
i

Figure 2
estimated values cm~3 and pc pertinent to a compact H II region, then for Mach numbersn1^ 104 R

g
^ 0.01 tdynº tcoolM \ 65, and hence the postÈbow shock Ñow will cool quickly and can be treated as isothermal, i.e., For higher Machc

s
\ c

i
.

numbers, the postÈbow shock sound speed varies approximately as and the Ñow cannot be considered isothermal.c
s
^ u

w
/2,

APPENDIX B

MASS LOSS DUE TO SHOCK HEATING OF GLOBULE MATERIAL

If we assume that the globules are cold, then a subsonic Ñow arriving at the globule can be supersonic with respect to the
globule gas. A shock wave will then be sent into the globule, which will heat the gas, and if the heating is sufficient, this
shocked gas could acquire a thermal velocity great enough to leave the potential well of the globule.
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If we consider shock conditions along the globule axis for this case, then

p2
p1

\ 1 ] 2c
c] 1

(M12[ 1) , (B1)

where subscript ““ 2 ÏÏ denotes postshock properties, subscript ““ 1 ÏÏ denotes preshock, or undisturbed, gas properties, p is
pressure, and is the Mach number of the preshock gas in the shock frame, where is the shock speed and isM1\ [U

s
/c0 U

s
c0the sound speed in the undisturbed globule.

The postshock pressure must equal the subsonic Ñow pressure, given by the stagnation pressure, for Ñow along theP
T
,

globule axis. The preshock pressure is found from the pressure distribution in an isothermal self-gravitating globule, under the
supposition that it acquires the limiting r~2 form

p1\ p
I
(r
I
/r

s
)2 , (B2)

where is the radius of the shock, measured from the globule center, and is the pressure at some reference radiusr
s

p
I

r
I
.

Rearranging and with the deÐnitions and we Ðndequation (B1) P\ P
T
/p

I
x \ r

s
/r

I
,

U
s
\ c0

C
(Px2 [ 1)

c] 1
2c

] 1
D1@2

, (B3)

whence

x \
Ac] 1
c[ 1

P
B~1@2

sinh
C

sinh~1
Ac] 1
c[ 1

P
B1@2 [ c0

r
I

Ac] 1
2c

P
B1@2

t
D

, (B4)

since

U
s
\ [r

I
dx
dt

. (B5)

The shock velocity as a function of time is then given by

U
s
\ c0

Ac[ 1
2c
B1@2

cosh
C
sinh~1

Ac] 1
c[ 1

P
B1@2[ c0

r
I

Ac] 1
2c

P
B1@2

t
D

. (B6)

We require that the postshock sound speed, be greater than the escape speed from the globule in order that thermalc2,motions can lead to the shocked gas escaping from the globuleÏs potential. That is, we require

c2º 2c0 , (B7)

where

c22\ cPx2c02
C(c[ 1)Px2] (c] 1)
(c] 1)Px2] (c[ 1)

D
. (B8)

Hence, for c\ 7/5 (assuming a molecular gas), is satisÐed whenequation (B7)

Px2Z 12 . (B9)

This condition is valid for shock propagation times

0 ¹ t ¹
r
I

c0

A 5
4P
B1@2

(sinh~1 2JP[ sinh~1 2J12) . (B10)

However, we also need to take into account the fact that the postshock material can cool. The temperature of the material
behind the shock, is given byT2,

T2 \
AkmH c02

k
B
Px2

A Px2] 6
6Px2] 1

B
, (B11)

where is the mean particle mass, k is BoltzmannÏs constant, and we have set c\ 7/5. Substituting reasonable numbers,kmHand with the proviso given by we Ðndequation (B9),

T2Z 346k ^ 806 K , (B12)

where we have supposed km s~1. We also have the restriction that K, since at this temperature the globulec0\ 1 T2\ 104
gas would be ionized by the shock and cooling will be rapid. This restriction corresponds, for the same parameters as used
above, to Px2\ 207.

For the temperature range considered, the cooling function can be crudely approximated by the constant value
"(T )\ 10~25.5, where we have supposed an ionization fraction ^10~4 With this cooling law, we can estimate(Spitzer 1978).
the cooling times of gas behind the shock traveling into the globule by using equations and Assuming that k \ 2.33(A6) (B11).
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in the globule gas, we obtain

tcool^
0.12
Pp

I
(Px2)2

A Px2] 6
6Px2] 1

B2
, (B13)

where we recall that is the reference pressure of the globule at radius For an isothermal self-gravitating globule, we havep
I

r
I
.

p
I
\ c04

2nGr
I
2 , (B14)

where pc is now deÐned as the initial globule radius. For the allowed temperature range and corresponding valuesr
I
\ 0.01

12 ¹P\ 207, we Ðnd that the cooling times fall within the range

0.011 yr ¹ tcool ¹ 0.093 yr , (B15)

which is a consequence of the high pressure, and therefore density, in the outer regions of the globule. This high surface
pressure demands a correspondingly high pressure in the surrounding compact H II region, which, in turn, results in a high
density of ionized gas cm~3). These cooling times are extremely short compared with the timescale for the shocked(nionº 104
gas to escape from the globule potential,

tesc ^ R
g
/c2^ 104 yr . (B16)

Hence we conclude that the shock propagating into the globule must be isothermal for the physical conditions adopted in this
work, and thus there can be no loss of material from the globule by this process.
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